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Taxation of extraction of nonrenewable natural resources

Will cover parts of Boadway and Keen (2014) and Lund (2002a, 2002b, 2014)
I ECON4925 – Resource economics is relevant, but will not rely on it
I May recommend other literature for those interested; survey in Lund (2009)
I Possible thesis topics, especially with ECON4510 – Finance theory

Resources: Oil and gas (a.k.a. petroleum, hydrocarbons), minerals, coal

Most countries: resources owned by state; (separate issues in federal nations)

Often a state company; invite also private-sector companies; licenses

Activity with many phases, typically:
I Exploration, resulting (possibly) in discoveries
I Investment (“development”), resulting in “developed reserves”
I Extraction, resulting in (non-refined) output
I Possibly secondary development, e.g., to maintain pressure in wells
I (More extraction) (Maintenance)
I Close-down, decommissioning, including costly clean-up

Through all phases, decisions are made by firms, whether to start/go on with
activity (now or perhaps later), and at which scale; room for tax distortions?

Decisions regulated (negatively), also positively through requirements
I Always some scope for firms’ decisions, applying their expertise
I If no such scope, no reason to invite private-sector firms

Thus, reasons to look for possible distortive effects of taxes
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Resource taxation: More preliminary remarks

Taxes on resource extraction important in many countries
I Boadway and Keen (BK14) examples in introduction; in some, > 80% of all taxes
I Underestimate for Norway (“< 25%”); should be ≈ 30% (cf. govt. budget 2014)
I Higher capital and labor mobility ⇒ more tax on immobile factors; resources

Will not cover externality-correcting (Pigouvian) taxes here
I Many resources (espec. coal, oil) well known sources of pollution (local, global)
I If/when we make normative statements: Assume optimal Pigouvian taxes
I Cf. BK14, bottom of p. 4, “in principle readily handled” (ECON4910)

Sandmo (1976) trichotomy: (i) Pigouvian, (ii) neutral, (iii) distortionary
I Always do (i), supplement with (ii), if necessary (iii)

Various justifications for particular taxation of resources:
I Existence of rents ⇒ possibly non-distortionary tax
I State ownership of resources at outset; “payment for use of resource”
I Distributional concerns: Without taxes, huge rents end up in few hands

Auction-determined up-front payments may be alternative; skipped here
Other important economic issues, not dealt with here:

I What to do with (potentially large) revenues; resource fund
I Reasons to smooth activity level(?) (is market solution not optimal?)
I Resource curse; possibility of bad economic performance
I Corruption; or authorities with non-democratic intentions

Huge risks, but varies with time, geography (e.g., onshore/offshore), resource type
I Geology (what to find; properties of reservoir), technology, output and factor prices
I From firms’ points of view, also political (taxes, regulation, nationalization)
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Outline of topics today

First standard analysis of tax distortions
I Assume firms maximize market value; value additivity holds
I Ignore problems due to limited diversification
I What are important decisions and potential distortions
I Proportional cash flow tax and equivalent taxes would be neutral

Alternative taxes in this setting, theoretical, actual
I ACE, ACC, RRT (cf. lecture 8 Oct., cf. BK14 pp. 12–15)
I Actual profits taxes (BK14 pp. 16f)
I Royalties (defined here as taxes on gross production) (BK14 pp. 16–20)

Then consider one deviation: What if firms do not report true costs? (Lund 2002b)
I Transfer pricing problems; more generally, income shifting (incl. real transfers)
I Related to some discussions in other lectures (VC); but here in particular
I OECD has focus on this; Base Erosion and Profit Shifting

Another deviation: Governments credit rationed or risk averse (Lund 2014)

Additional topics that are skipped due to time constraint
I Other deviations between objective functions of firms and authorities
I (But even then, “standard analysis” would describe firms’ behavior)
I In particular, firms could be more risk averse, or less (BK14, p. 25)
I Firms could be more impatient, or less (BK14, p. 21)

Why is resource taxation a separate topic?
I (Much) higher tax rates create separate problems
I Particularly high risks and long time lags and large scale
I In some countries: Only foreign firms; government may want max tax revenue
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Taxation of resource rent: Neutral versus distortionary

Starting point: Standard model, value additivity; pure cash flow tax is neutral

In practice, most tax systems postpone deductions, with imperfect loss offset

High risk and long time lags mean distortions can be very important

While pure cash flow tax refunds 100% of cost immediately, a system with postponed
deductions without any interest compensation may give between 0 and 100

(1+r)T
%

In BK14, no detailed analysis of distortions from imperfect loss offset
I Include some discussion, section “Actual profits taxes,” p. 16
I Quantification of distortion based on financial economics: Lund (1992)

BK14 focus more on proof that modified cash flow taxes are neutral
I No reason to look at these proofs in detail, cf. previous two lectures
I Observe: This theory gives no guidance on what the tax rate should be

Why is distortion from imperfect loss offset so important?
I Consider firm starting to explore for offshore oil and gas (year 0)
I Before (costly) exploration drilling: (less costly) seismic studies
I Even after seismic, probability of discovery may be less than 50%
I Even if profitable discovery is made, extraction may start in year 10
I Value of tax deduction for exploration drilling lowered by factor 0.5/(1 + r)10

I Great difference if company can deduct in other income, factor 1/(1 + r)10

I Norwegian reforms 2002–2006 removed difference; now full loss offset
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Effects of royalty, i.e., tax on gross production value

Traditionally, royalty has been very widespread resource tax type

Can be seen as payment for resource; no deduction for costs

“Ad valorem” (% of production value) or “specific”, dollar per barrel

In both cases, royalty distorts decision on scale of development

Example with one production period, no uncertainty, convex cost c(q)
I Atomistic firm maximizes pq − c(q) in case there are no taxes; f.o.c.

p − c ′(q) = 0 ⇔ q = (c ′)−1(p), increasing in p

determines optimal q ([if c ′(0) < p and c ′(q) becomes > p for large q)
I Tax on net value τ · [pq − c(q)] is clearly neutral; same solution
I Royalty θ · pq leaves (1− θ)pq − c(q) to be maximized; f.o.c.

(1− θ)p − c ′(q) = 0 ⇔ q = (c ′)−1(p(1− θ)), decreasing in θ

I Royalty is clearly distortionary

This effect is well known and recognized
I Only the more profitable units of resource will be extracted
I BK14, p. 18, show extraction will also be closed down too early

Has motivated removal of royalty in Norway and some other countries

On pages to follow, show there may still be some arguments for royalty
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Effects of royalty, contd.; a neutrality result

A theoretical argument that carefully designed royalty may be neutral
This neutrality concerns another aspect of investment decisions: timing
Relies on resource economic model due to Hotelling (1931); more in ECON4925
BK14 pp. 16–20, several versions, most general in their eq. (4) p. 7
In competitive equilibrium, resource price growth related to interest rate, r
Under standard conditions, with perfect foresight, this is also efficient
Simplest version (immediately after (4)): Assume no extraction cost

I In equilibrium, owners must be indifferent between extracting now and later
I If not, would want to increase extraction now, or postpone; no equilibrium

With no extraction cost, and risk neutral firms, this requires

Et(pt+1)− pt
pt

= r ⇔ Et(pt+1) = pt(1 + r)

BK14, p. 18: Royalty neutral if rate θt grows at rate of interest
Proof (still assuming there are no extraction costs):
Consider an exogenously given price path with Et(pt+1) = pt(1 + r)
A small open economy introduces domestic Et(θt+1) = θt(1 + r)
Resource owners are still indifferent towards timing, because

Et(pt+1 − θt+1) = pt(1 + r)− θt(1 + r) = (pt − θt)(1 + r)

A much more complicated rule for the time path of θt is required if there are
extraction costs, cf. eq. (14) in BK14; unrealistic
Moreover, scale decision will be distorted, even if timing is not
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Royalty as part of compromise solution to BEPS problem (Lund 2002b)

In simple models, rent tax is non-distortionary

Before introducing distortionary taxes, want rent tax as high as possible

Norway τ = 0.78 in petroleum; a few other countries have even higher rates

Base erosion and profit shifting is serious obstacle to very high rates

Firms have incentives to move profits out of high-tax sectors

In particular, this concerns firms that have sister firms elsewhere

Owners of these firms can use transfer pricing or real transfers to
I move costs into high-tax sector from lower-taxed sister firms
I move (gross) revenues away from high-tax sector to lower-taxed sister firms
I This will lower the total tax bill of the group of firms

Transfer pricing means setting artificially high or low prices
I Compare with market transactions between unrelated firms (arm’s length)

Real transfers could be, e.g.,
I Testing equipment in high-tax sector, using it in low-tax
I Training personnel in high-tax sector, using in low-tax

Lund (2002b) has simple model to illustrate optimal compromise

Advantage of royalty in relation to BEPS: no deduction for costs

Disadvantage of royalty: distorts decision on scale of production

Under some, but not all, conditions, such a compromise is optimal
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Compromise solution to BEPS problem, contd.

Assume that arm’s length product price is observable
I E.g., in Norway, “norm price” for oil is used for taxation
I Based on observed prices in world oil market, quality adjusted
I Tax bill does not rely upon firms’ reports on sales prices they obtain

Assume problem is that costs cannot be accurately monitored
I Many input factors used, some tailor made, often by sister firms
I But model simplifies situation; in fact, some costs can be monitored
I Interest rate paid on firms’ debt are, perhaps, easily monitored
I Insurance premia paid by firms are costly monitored (court cases)

In Norway and most other countries, taxes rely on reported costs

Lund (2002b) assumes firm can exaggerate costs if they want

But exaggeration must be hidden, which is costly

Quadratic “transfer cost” function for exaggerated reporting

Two types of cost in model
I Production costs, bq2 to produce q, with b > 0 a constant
I Transfer costs, ca2 (c > 0 a constant), when reported costs are bq2 + a
I Transfer (concealment) costs are necessary to “get away with” report

Notation here: royalty rate = θ (r in Lund (2002b)), rent tax rate = τ (t there)
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Model in Lund (2002b)

One-period model of one firm and tax authorities

Output price p is exogenous, observable, both for firm and authorities

Before-tax rent R(q) = pq − bq2; taxes are

T = τ [pq(1− θ)− bq2 − a] + θpq = τ(pq − bq2 − a) + θ(1− θ)pq

I Royalty θpq deductible in rent tax base; common in practice; unimportant
I Ignores possibility that tax base can be too small for deductions

After-tax rents for firm are

Π(q, a) = (pq − bq2)(1− τ)− θ(1− τ)pq − ca2 + a(τ − s)

I For simplicity, assume concealment costs ca2 are not tax deductible
I Transferred costs a could alternatively be deducted abroad at rate s

Firm chooses q, a to maximize Π(q, a) for given rates τ, θ, with f.o.c.

q =
p(1− θ)

2b
and a =

τ − s

2c

give solution (with positive Π(q, a)) when 0 < τ < 1, 0 < θ < 1

Observe that even with (deductible) royalty, q is independent of τ
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Objective function of tax authorities; optimal tax and royalty rates

When firms are taxed, authorities may not care (much) about their after-tax rents
I If all firms in sector are foreign, authorities perhaps care about tax revenue only
I With domestically owned firms, the objective function is usually T + Π

Lund (2002b): Weighted sum W = T + λΠ; λ = 0 and λ = 1 as special cases

Choose τ ∈ [0, 1] and θ ∈ [0, 1] to maximize W given firm’s behavior

F.o.c. are two equations in (τ, θ); explicit solution messy

Consider first each equation separately; assume here λ = 0 (i.e., max taxes only)

Optimal θ for a given rent tax rate τ is given by

θ =
1− τ
2− τ

which decreases from 1/2 to zero as τ goes from zero to 1

This θ is independent of p, b, c; but now, define α = p2c/b

Optimal τ for a given royalty rate θ, and given s and α, is given by

τ = α(1− θ)2 +
s

2
⇔ θ = 1−

√
1

α

(
τ − s

2

)
so, optimal τ (given θ) is decreasing in b and θ, increasing in p, c, and s

Combine both equations to find overall optimum when s = 0.3, α = 0.5
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Optimal tax and royalty rates for maximizing tax revenue

Rent tax rate τ ∈ [0, 1]
on horizontal axis

Royalty rate θ ∈ [0, 1]
on vertical axis

Arrows indicate
increasing T

Thickly drawn curve
shows optimal θ for
given τ

Thinly drawn curve
shows optimal τ for
given θ

Optimum at intersection
between curves

Higher values of α or s
will rotate thin curve 	
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Optimum may be corner solution

Second diagram: Higher
α = p2c/b = 1.3

Thin curve rotated 	,
except upper endpoint

No solution to f.o.c., no
stationary point, but
arrows point to
(τ, θ) = (1, 0) as
solution

Only meaningful if firm
chooses optimal q in
spite of Π = 0

“Assumption 1” in Lund
(2002b)

Exactly same problem in
model without transfer
incentives: Rent tax at
100 percent?

Strict interpretation:
τ = 0.999 . . .
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Summing up Lund (2002b)

Model gives optimal tax rates, as opposed to “rent tax at ≈ 100 percent”

Solution depends on p, b, c, s and the weight λ given to Π
I Unfortunate dependence, since b, c, s may differ between different firms
I Also unfortunate that b, c are difficult to estimate
I Also, λ may differ between foreign and domestic firms
I While p is the same across firms, it varies over time
I Lund (2002b) speculates that variation in p may have caused tax changes
I Can even show that small changes in p may lead to jumps in τ, θ

Nevertheless, model illustrates important effects of BEPS, in particular
I Some royalties may be optimal, after all
I Optimal tax and royalty rates depend on output prices
I Optimal rates may jump as result of small price changes
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Can poorer nations learn from Norwegian rent taxes? (Lund 2014)

IMF (2012) recommends cash flow taxes as rent taxes, with high rates

Advice particularly important for poor nations discovering resources

Such taxes are similar to state participation (in cash flow consequences)
I Either pure cash flow taxes with payout of negative taxes
I Or carry-forward with interest, sufficient to make firms indifferent
I Modified alternative should be equivalent in present-value terms
I Only practical modification involves promise of refund if necessary
I In that case, risk free interest rate is sufficient

For poor nations, credible promise is difficult when resource sector large
I Credit constraints may prevent both pure and modified cash flow taxes
I On behalf of citizens, authorities may be averse to these large risks

No clear conclusion, but compromise may be useful

Either auctions or royalties may be part of optimal system
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